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Popular wisdom in the form of proverbs and adages is a feature of most societies.
In European and American contexts, proverbs have been both respected and
ridiculed as vox populi, the „voice of the people‟. However, from about the fifteenth
to mid-eighteenth centuries, proverbs were viewed and employed at all social
levels as containing simple truths because they emanated from the unspoiled
peasantry. Consequently, as an oral cultural form transmitted upwards through
society, proverbs can show socio-political or religious ideas and developments at
many levels of everyday life, often cynically, sometimes with anger, and generally
without the risk of litigation. Using Maurice Palmer Tilley‟s collection of sixteenth
and seventeenth century English proverbs,this paper examines attitudes to the
Church of England, the Catholic Church and the clergy. Bearing in mind the
historiographical problems of potentially abstract oral sources recorded and often
edited by external elites, the paper argues nonetheless that proverbs provide
valuable insights into popular opinion, in this case, in the challenges and changes
of Early Modern Christianity.
The devil was sick, the devil a monk would be; the devil was well, the devil a
monk was he.
Anon
A nation's proverbs are as precious as its ballads, as useful, and perhaps more
instructive.
Quarterly Review, July, 1868

Patience, some say, is a virtue. To John Foxe the Elizabethan martyrologist,
every trial had an end-point; hence, ‗His saying was that, although the day
was neuer so long, yet at last it ringeth to euensong.‘1 This, proverb
collector Kelly noted, was ‗spoken when Men now in Power oppress us,
signifying that there may be a Turn.‘2 No matter how often (or whether)
Early Modern men (and women) in power oppressed their subjects, proverbs
provided an important means of criticism for the disempowered. They could
be cited, orally and in print, in clear responses to social and political change,
yet rarely led to legal action – and this, as Adam Fox has shown, at a time
when charges of slander and libel had people from all walks and levels of
life suing and counter-suing on a daily basis.3 Many proverbs are, to speak
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proverbially, tongue-in-cheek: proverbs are used by most cultures in the
same way.4
Proverbs were old long before some appeared in the Old Testament
book of Proverbs: they are recorded as early as the Fifth Dynasty in Egypt,
and can be safely assumed to have circulated orally for much longer.5 In
pre-industrial Europe, as Obelkevich notes, they were most used by
peasants.6 By the sixteenth century, however, proverbs were used at all
levels of European society: having moved upward from the oral culture and
its ‗face-to- face social relations‘, proverbial wisdom had become a useful
medium for the transmission of ideas. 7 The ways in which proverbs were
used to emphasise or justify a point, or make sense of a situation, appear
often in Tilley‘s collection of proverbs of the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries. Unsurprisingly for such a span of time, many of Tilley‘s proverbs
provide insights into ideas about the Catholic Church and Church of
England and their clergy. Some that mention God, the Devil, the church,
priests or religion generally have been selected for this article.
While it is in their application that proverbs are most useful to a
historian, there is also the potential problem that they can be selectively
applied to suit personal philosophy. While bias can help us to situate the
proverb user socially, religiously and politically, the fact that their
contextual use comes to us mostly from a literate and privileged class
excludes the greater populace from most historiographical citations of their
use. Despite advances in our attitudes to and respect for oral history and
significant research into proverbs in the past few years, Eurocentric
evidence-based, chronological social history has little room for the
vagueness implicit in this form of popular culture. We might argue that
some proverbs have valence because of their international use: a Spanish
proverb in 1659, for example, tells the same story as Howell‘s 1660 version.
Hence, ‗that which Christ has not the exchequer carries‘ appears in Howell
as ‗The Court and the clergy suck the greatest part of the fat, whence grew
the Proverb, What the Cheque takes not, the church takes‘. 8 ‗Whence grew
the Proverb‘ implies that the proverb had popular currency; moreover, it had
meaning across territorial borders.
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Historians customarily seek evidence of specific and contextual use
that can be firmly historicised. In relation to oral traditions, James
Obelkevich argues that ‗[t]o listen for the voice behind the text, to conjure
orality out of literacy‘ is one of the historian‘s main tasks, but not an easy
one.9 Vox populi, the voice of the people, can be heard in many ways;
among these (‗greetings, riddles, curses, jokes [and] tales‘), proverbs are
particularly useful in ‗giving us what was said by many people on countless
occasions in everyday life.‘ 10 Obelkevich adds that proverbs are worthy
subjects of study for historians: they are ‗strategies for situations; but they
are strategies with authority, formulating some part of a society‘s common
sense, its values and way of doing things.‘11 Prominent in Early Modern
literature and other records, proverbs provided evidence of the educated
person‘s vocabulary and wisdom, while at the common and often illiterate
level, they informed, cautioned and offered a library of knowledge
resources. At all levels, proverbs also provided the means for softlydelivered subversion, in the sense that observations and ideas could be
transmitted swiftly and with meaning from person to person and one
community to another. The study of proverbs used in a particular place and
context is consequently informative. Bacon‘s argument, made to James I,
endures: the proverb, like other pieces of historical evidence, is an artifact
that allows us to ‗save and recover somewhat from the deluge of time‘ and
merits recognition of its ability as (according to Bacon) an ‗antiquity‘ or
‗remnant of history‘ that speaks for the unrecorded and unheard.12
Frequently used proverbs were recorded and explained by several
seventeenth and eighteenth century proverb collectors. In the latter case, the
collectors acted because they perceived a shift from proverbs being a sign of
wisdom to signifying coarseness and vulgarity; by the nineteenth century, as
part of an elite separation from popular culture, they were rarely used in
‗good‘ company. Yet, they persist in contemporary society: like songs,
cartoons, car stickers and graffiti, proverbs enable the transmission of ideas.
Sometimes social changes cause a shift in the targets or impact of the
messages but proverbs are still used to defend, to justify or to explain events
or to demonstrate religious, political or social affiliations, and (like other
media), can still express socio-political resistance, just as they did in the
Early Modern period, at a time of marked and contested religiosity and
accelerated political change.
With those in power regularly subject to proverbial criticism, it is no
surprise that the devil, the antithesis of goodness, was a popular proverbial
figure in references to religious or social authority, hence: ‗the Devil and the
dean begin with a letter; when the devil has the dean, the kirk will be better‘
was recorded in 1641.13 ‗The devil,‘ said country parson (and supporter of
the Established Church) George Herbert, ‗divides the world between
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atheism and superstition.‘14 In that world, the devil knew no national
boundaries: in 1659 Spain and 1732 England, he might get ‗up to the belfry
by the vicar‘s skirts‘.15 After all, ‗the Devil is a busy bishop in his own
diocese‘: Bishop Latimer said in 1548, inverting the usual plaudits given to
the preaching bishop, in that ‗[t]here is one that … is the most diligent
prelate preacher in all England … I will tell you, it is the devil. He is the
most diligent preacher of all other; he is never out of his diocess.‘16
Ferguson cited this proverb in 1641; it was still in circulation almost a
century later.17 From 1598, we hear that one should ‗go to the Devil and
bishop you‘, which Gillespie cited in 1637 thus: ‗He studieth not the Oracles
of God, but the Principles of Satanicall guile, which he learneth so well, that
he may go to the Divell to be Bishopped.‘18
The bishop and the devil were often linked in proverbs. The
churchman, biographer and antiquarian Thomas Fuller told a story of a boy,
who ‗having gotten a habit of counterfeiting … would not be undeviled by
all their exorcisms, so that the priests raised up a spirit which they could not
allay.‘19 In this, he spoke of ‗the boy of Bilston‘, who in 1616 purportedly
participated in an attempted fraud in which Jesuit priests would appear to
have conducted a successful exorcism.20 Conducting an exorcism was a
politically and religiously charged event in seventeenth century England, as
the flamboyance of Catholic sacramentals contrasted with the prayerful
exorcisms of the Church of England. As a Protestant, Fuller eyed Catholic
ritual with suspicion and derision and was excited by the possibility of
fraud.
The loyal Fuller‘s wit and undoubtedly also his anti-Papist
sentiments helped him keep his head throughout the Civil War, see the
Restoration and become chaplain to Charles II. Fuller‘s story was far from
inflammatory, although he did manage to upset people on either side of
politics at times: perhaps to be completely outrageous, one had to accept
that ‗A complete Christian must have the works of a Papist, the words of a
Puritan, and the faith of a Protestant‘, as James Howell, ‗Historiographer
14
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Royal to Charles II‘ and younger brother of Thomas (Lord Bishop of
Bristol) noted, possibly in a letter to the Earl of Pembroke.21 This latter
proverb has no other written record: evidence perhaps that proverbs could
be invented as a situation required and had currency at the highest levels,
but Howell was also a dedicated proverb collector, and this may well have
had less apparent origins. McLean argued that Howell called proverbs
‗natural children, legitimated by prescription and long tract of ancestral
time.‘22 Yet a small change might adapt a proverb to a new situation
without losing its meaning or ancient links.
Kings such as James I (at whom Gillespie‘s criticism was directed)
might suffer such proverbial criticism, but one had to be careful in dealings
with those more powerful: as the ‗boy of Bilston‘ story showed, it was ‗an
easier matter to raise the devil than to lay him.‘ 23 The bishop could be just
as much a worry, especially when he gave his blessing: ‗when a thynge
speadeth not well‘, the exegete and biblical translator William Tyndale said,
‗we borrow speech and say ―the byshope hath blessed it‖, because that
nothynge speadeth well that they medyll withal.‘24
Tyndale was one of the earliest to attempt to translate the Bible
directly from Greek and Hebrew texts and make it accessible to ordinary
people: he wanted a bible that people outside the priesthood could access
and understand. Although he is contextualised by the use of proverbs to
express anti-episcopal sentiments, he used proverbs, or the ‗borrowed
speech‘ of allegory they contained to support his argument that translation
into the vernacular was necessary.25 The scriptures as they were, he saw as
sometimes unclear: thus, ‗the Apocalypse or Revelations of John are
allegories whose literal sense is hard to find in many places.‘26 It was
essential to identify those literal meanings:
Thou shalt understand therefore that the scripture hath but one sense which
is the literal sense. And that literal sense is the root and ground of all, and
the anchor that never faileth… and if thou leave the literal sense thou canst
not but go out of the way. Neverthelater the scripture useth proverbs,
similtudes, riddles or allegories as all other speeches do, but that which the
proverb, similitude, riddle or allegory signifieth is ever the literal sense
27
which thou must seek out diligently.

To Tyndale, the meanings of proverbs were so obvious that all recognised
their implications; they were ‗allegories borrowed of worldly matter‘ that
clearly signified everyday truths, and he wanted to provide scriptures with
as apparent literal meaning.28
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To support his argument, Tyndale cited proverbs, placed here in
italics, with relevance to events in and around his society and the Church:
We say let the sea swell and rise as high as he will yet hath God appointed
how far he shall go: meaning that the tyrants shall not do what they would,
but only that which God hath appointed them to do. Look ere thou leap,
whose literal sense is, do nothing suddenly or without advisement. Cut not
the bought thou standest upon, whose literal sense is oppress not the
commons and is borrowed of hewers… If the porridge be burned too, or
the meat over-roasted, we say, the bishop hathe put his foot in the pot or
the bishop hath played the cook, because the bishops burn whom they lust
and whosoever displeaseth them. He is a pontifical fellow, that is, proud
and stately. He is popish, that is, superstitious and faithless. It is pastime
for a prelate. It is a pleasure for a Pope. He would be free and yet will not
have his head shaven. He would that no man should smite him and yet hath
not the Pope‘s mark… Thus borrow we and feign new speech in every
tongue. All fables, prophecies and riddles are allegories and Aesop‘s fables
and Merlin‘s prophecies and the interpretation of them are the literal
29
sense.

Tyndale‘s overt attacks on civil authority and the Church made him a hero
in Foxe‘s Book of Martyrs.30 His proverbs provide an important insight into
the way in which they were used in his time to express ideas about the
Church, including the condemnation of its hierarchy but also the elucidation
of its scriptures.
Just as importantly, Tyndale‘s words reflect the ideas of ‗the
commons‘: the ordinary people. Proverbs provided time-proven and flexible
explanations for the joys and challenges of popular life. The proverb that
spoke of rain could be turned around to speak of sunshine; with a subtle
alteration, the proverb that explained misfortune could also explain good
hap, or luck. Reminiscent of the ancient notions of a goddess Fortuna, these
latter words represent ideas that had been gradually integrated into a
Christian society and maintained the potential for chance or random events
rather than those directed by God in a society where magical events were
still accepted. Some Early Modern Christians were uncomfortable with the
idea of explaining events by such means, and promoted the notion of Divine
Providence instead: but old habits die hard, as the proverb says, and for the
most part, Early Modern people saw proverbs as old but sensible knowledge
in a world that was often unpleasantly unpredictable.31 Consequently,
although some might have worried a little or a lot about resourcing extraBiblical explanations, nearly all learned and used proverbs from early
childhood so that they would both appear to have, and actually have,
wisdom. Many of the examples used here in fact recall the words and
church connections of educated and socially prominent sixteenth and
29
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seventeenth century characters according to their use of proverbs in
histories, letters and other historiographical treasuries. But whether
proverbs were derided or encouraged, they were accepted as vox populi and
we hear ordinary voices through these mediating discourses.
For some educated and more privileged individual, proverbs might
have expressed the stupidity of the common person rather than their ability
to reason through a situation. Physician Sir Thomas Browne for example
demonstrated a commitment to the new sciences as he ridiculed the ordinary
person and their beliefs in 1646, in his book Pseudopodia Epidemica,
known as Vulgar Errors:
For being unable to wield the intellectual arms of reason, they are fain to
betake themselves unto wasters and the blunter weapons of truth; affecting
the gross and sensible waies of doctrine, and such as will not conflict with
strict and subtile reason. Thus unto them a piece of Rhetorick is a sufficient
argument of Logick, an Apologue of Aesop, beyond a Syllogism in
Barbara; parables than propositions, and proverbs more powerfull than
demonstrations.32

Strongly anti-Catholic, Brown‘s fondness for calling upon Reason appears
in his several other books and reveals his low-church beliefs.33 Like so
many of his peers, he also believed in ‗sorceries, incantations and spells‘,
and attended at least one witchcraft trial.34 Browne was consequently no
more or less than an educated man of his time: science, church and the devil
were part of the daily life illuminated and framed by proverbial wisdom.
Proverb collections reveal that by the later-seventeenth century,
political affiliation, royalist activity and proverbial wisdom could converge.
‗It that God will give the devil cannot reave [rob us of]‘, the proverb says;
‗spoken‘, Ferguson noted in 1598, ‗when we have attain‘d our End in spite
of Opposition.‘35 If ever faith might waver, then royalist Roger L‘Estrange,
considered the first journalist in our terms, might have wondered about the
truth in that proverb as he suffered imprisonment and censure both for his
faith and the way in which he expressed his conviction that the King‘s way
was the only one that was truly Godly. He had been to Oxford with
Cromwell who eventually pardoned him; James II later knighted him, and
L‘Estrange went on to write, among other things, a version of Aesop‘s
32
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fables, with commentary.36 In that, he remarked that ‗[i]t is a kind of
Conditional Devotion for Men to be Religious no longer then they can Save,
or Get by‘t … the Moral is … compriz‘d in the Old Saying: He that serves
God for Money, will serve the Devil for better Wages.‘37 L‘Estrange was
no angel, and supporting the Royalist cause during the English Civil Wars
cost him and his family dearly, but this example demonstrates the way in
which proverb users could use the sayings (and the credibility of their
antiquity) to position themselves on a high moral ground.
It was also possible to use proverbial wisdom to undercut the
authority of church and of Christian lives. ‗Where God has his church‘,
another said, ‗the devil has his chapel‘; this proverb appears many times
between 1560 and 1688, with one reference substituting synagogue for
chapel.38 Martin Luther cited this proverb: there are few paragraphs in any
of his writings that do not include proverbs, generally used with wit.39
Robert Burton put another twist on the same proverb when he took it further
in 1621: ‗A lamentable thing it is to consider‘, he said, ‗how many myriads
of men this Idolatry and Superstition … have infatuated ... . For where God
hath a Temple, the Devil will have a chapel.‘40 Oxford scholar and later
Rector Burton was writing about melancholy, or depression as we know it
now, as part of what (as a sufferer himself) he saw as a religious duty;
hence, he said, ‗[a] good divine either is or ought to be a good physician, a
spiritual physician at least.‘41 With all respect to Burton though, proverbs
show that others saw the church as a source of angst, not a place to be cured
of it.
‗A holy Habit‘, Herbert noted, ‗cleanses not a foul soul.‘42 ‗Take
heed‘, he added, ‗of an ox before [at the front], a horse behind, of a monk
[or parson] on all sides.‘43 Priest-collectors apparently honestly repeat
proverbs where the church and clergy are not shown at their best, but their
collections should not be seen as studies in objectivity. They are often
edited, mostly of remarks deemed too foul or crude for publication: words
that are often considered part of toilet humour now remain but as Samuel
Pepys‘ diaries show, bodily functions and parts were not spoken of openly
with today‘s discomfort. These remain, but some proverbs that their
collectors deemed too carnal seem to have been edited, often leaving
nonetheless a wry or self-deprecating humour. ‗It is height makes Grantham
steeple stand awry‘, said Fuller, explaining that ‗Eminency exposeth the
uprightest persons to exception; and such who cannot find faults in them,
36
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will find faults at them, envying their advancement‘.44 Fuller was remarking
on the history of Lincolnshire (and the impressive spire of St Wulfram's
Church in Grantham) in his Worthies of England, the Early Modern
equivalent of a traveller‘s guide: his comments incorporate and explain
proverbs that were popular in many localities and show that proverbs can
make subtle or open political comment. Cleveland explained the Grantham
steeple proverb as ‗No churchman can be innocent and high…‘ at the end of
his Elegy to Archbishop Laud.45
Many proverbs carry their meaning to the present: we must all have
heard that ‗The road to Hell is paved with good intentions‘, or one of its
other versions, such as ‗Hell is full of good meanings and wishings‘; the
latter being explained further by the puritanical William Gurnall, whose
popular sermon collections are notable otherwise for having one of the
longest titles of the time.46 To this proverb many added ‗but Heaven is full
of good works.‘ Gurnall did not directly: The Christian in Complete Armour
conveyed that message throughout. Nonetheless, when he explained that
‗The Proverb saith, Hell is full of good wishes, - of such, who now, when it
is too late, wish they had acted their part otherwise than they did‘, he might
have meant himself, having been ostracised by many of his peers after
signing the Act of Uniformity in 1662 and subscribing to the re-established
authority of the English episcopate, but in doing so, he retained his Ministry
and began a connection with the new Church of England.47 This proverb is
also expressed as ‗Hell is paved with priests‘ shaven crowns and great
men‘s headpieces‘, as for example by John Trapp, who sided with
Parliament during the Civil War.48
Whether in regard to monk or bishop, proverbs adapted to the
shifting sands of politics. John Harrington (or Harington), flushing-closet
inventor and a favoured but troublesome godson of Queen Elizabeth,
experienced royal favour and disfavour from both Elizabeth and James I.
On the title page of a book he gave to his pupil, Henry Prince of Wales, he
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noted that it was ‗written for the private use of Prince Henry, upon occasion
of that Proverb, Henry the Eighth pull‘d down Monks and their Cells. Henry
the Ninth should pull down Bishops and their Bells.‘49 Interestingly, but
perhaps unsurprisingly, this is the only known reference to that proverb. It is
however noteworthy as a proverb which can be historicised. Harington,
although known later in the seventeenth century as an anti-episcopal writer,
intended his commentary for Henry Prince of Wales to warn against the
puritan agitation then abroad in the Church of England for the abolition of
the episcopate.50 Other proverbs associated with both the houses of Tudor
and Stuart (and like Harington's citation, alluding to the transition from
Tudor to Stuart in 1603) can also be related to actual historical events.
Similarly, there is only one known mention of the adage that ‗In Henry was
the union of the roses, in James of the kingdoms‘.51 It occurs in another
Puritan sympathizer, Thomas Adams, who cites it thus: ‗[w]e are not
shuffled into a popular gouernment, nor cut into Cantons, by a headless,
headstrong Aristocracie: But Henricus Rosas, Regna Iacobus: in Henry was
the vnion of the Roses in Iames of the Kingdomes.‘52
While these writers were not shy when it came to their opinions on
society, religion and politics, ordinary people in their use of proverbs could
be just as blunt. ‗Is the priest hande ith honyepot yet?‘, appears in an
unflattering farce on English society in about 1560; a similar version was
shown earlier in Tyndale and it appears also as ‗the Hog is got into the
Honeypot‘.53 Such sayings were intended to humble an exalted person, as is
evident in ‗[h]ere is a device to find a hole in the coat of some of you
Puritans‘, which appears in the Martin Marprelate tracts in 1588; to find a
hole in that sense meant to seek and find fault, and this was certainly
attempted with gusto in the Marprelate attacks on the Episcopacy.54 In the
Marprelate case, legal action did ensue: the works were so vehement that
modest Puritans found them embarrassing, and although the tract authors
were never conclusively identified, two men died because of hunts
conducted by Bishop Richard Bancroft of London.55 The proverb itself
appears often in the late sixteenth and throughout the seventeenth century:
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Gurnall used it in The Christian in Complete Armour in 1655, remarking
that ‗[n]or is it hard for Satan to pick some hole in the saint‘s coat, when he
walks most circumspectly‘; in 1659-60, Elizabeth Pepys worried about
someone whom she believed wanted to ‗pick some hole‘ in Samuel‘s coat
and in 1732, Fuller warned that ‗[w]hen a Man‘s Coat is Thread-bare, its
[sic] an easie Thing to pick a Hole in it.‘56 It could be said that Fuller‘s
version took the proverb out of context: but there is a proverb even for this.
Imagine an accident or sword injury that deprived a person of their
nose in older times: such a disfigurement would curtail one‘s social life, but
in part might have been remedied enough to regain some social acceptance
by the application of a wax nose. ‗Might‘ is the better word, for wax is not
the best solution for a lost nose: noses of papier-mâché and later, metal,
seem to have been preferred to something malleable and affected by heat.57
Nonetheless, somewhere in time, the idea of a wax nose entered the popular
vocabulary, and eventually came to mean something that could be turned in
any direction. In this respect, it also came to be ‗an expression applied to the
practice of wresting the Scriptures from their context.‘58 Thus, Tyndale said
ca 1530 that ‗[i]f the scripture be contrary, then make it like a nose of wax,
and wrest it this way and that, till it agree.‘59 Others concurred, with many
similar uses of the proverb until the ‗charismatic preacher at the Savoy‘ (as
he has been called) Anthony Horneck used it in 1686.60 Horneck turned it
on proverbial wisdom itself, referring to ‗[o]ral tradition, that Nose of Wax,
which you may turn and set any way you list.‘61 By that time, although fear
of Papism survived for Horneck and his friends, proverbs were beginning to
lose favour as a religious didactic tool in the sermon, tracts and pamphlets.
In the interim, they had more to say about the church and its characters:
from several perspectives.
‗And this proverb ariseth not without cause‘, said Hoby in 1561,
‗The habit maketh not the Monke.‘ Monks, friars and priests: all were
targeted by the overwhelmingly un-Papist proverb collectors cited here, who
also attacked the hierarchy of the reformed Church of England. Yet ample
criticism and proverbs came from those on the Catholic side, and probably
also from those among the everyday folk who took no sides and wanted no
more than predictability and calm in their lives. Another proverb matter-offactly expresses the realities of the dissolution of the monasteries: ‗Hopton,
Horner, Smyth and Thynne, when abbots went out, they came in‘.62
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Mentioned in John Aubrey‘s Brief Lives, the proverb speaks of individuals
who benefitted from the dissolution of the monasteries. 63 One of those
characters lives on in nursery rhymes as Little Jack Horner who found a
plum in his Christmas pie, a story that may be based in historical fact. If so,
it developed a life of its own that probably incorporates a proverb or two
and suggests another aspect of proverbs: their ability to encapsulate an
historical event using the mnemonic device of rhyme, which is a
characteristic of oral culture. 64Another proverb also might apply to this
rhyme, for ‗the Devil makes his Christmas pie [or salad] of lawyers‘ tongues
and clerks‘ fingers.‘ 65 Aubrey found a related tale amusing: ‗Sir Robert
Pye, attorney of the court of words… happened to dye on Christmas Day:
the newes being brought to the serjeant, said he The Devil has a Christmas
Pye.‘66
Proverbs were hard on those perceived to rise above their status and
lose all humility. Thus, ‗The Parish priest forgets that ever he was clerk‘ is
‗meant of proud starters up [upstarts].‘67 If less than completely proper in
his ways, such a priest might be referred to contemptuously as a ‗Pancridge
Parson‘.68 Perhaps some parsons were just naïve: an unmarried pregnant
daughter might ‗come home like the Parson‘s cow, with a calf at her foot‘;
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but respect was just as likely.69 ‗Parsons‘, Herbert noted (perhaps with
vested interest) ‗are souls‘ wagoners‘: although the same proverb could be
seen as ‗fools‘ Waggoners‘, another again says that ‗Ministers are the
chariots of souls.‘70 Students might disagree just as passionately: despite
centuries of amicable rivalry, relationships between two prominent London
schools soured during Henry VIII‘s reign (in which time one remained
identified as Roman Catholic, and the other linked to the new church) and
remained so despite the conciliatory efforts of Edward VI. Strype notes that:
Nevertheless, howsoever the Encouragement failed, the Scholars of Paul's
meeting with them of St. Anthony‘s, would call them St. Anthony‘s Pigs;
and they again would call the other, Pigeons of Paul‘s; because many
Pigeons were bred in Paul‘s Church, and St. Anthony was always figured
with a Pig following him: And mindful of the former Usage, did for a long
Season (disorderly in the open Street) provoke one another…. And so
proceeding from this to Questions in Grammar, they usually fell from
Words to Blows, with their Satchels full of Books, many times in so great
Heaps, that they troubled the Streets and Passengers; so that finally they
were restrained, with the Decay of St. Anthony‘s School. 71

From such antagonism there swiftly arose the phrase ‗Paul‘s pigeons and St
Anthonie‘s pigs‘, which was derogatory from either perspective. Sayings
such as this were designed to take people a ‗peg [or buttonhole, or hole]
lower, as John Lyly said ca1589 in a response to the Martin Marprelate
Tracts: ‗[N]ow haue at you all my gaffers of the rayling religion, tis I that
must take you a peg lower.‘72 Samuel Butler threw it back after the
Restoration in Hudibras, an anti-Puritan poem probably intended to impress
Charles II into giving him a pension.73 Hudibras portrays the enemy through
his main character, the Puritan Sir Hudibras, who is often shown as
pretending to be educated and righteous, but is anything but; in fact, Sir
Hudibras often seems, from Butler‘s perspective, common, in deed and
word. Butler used lines such as:
And for the churches, which may chance
From hence, to fpring a variance,
And raife among themfelves new fcruples.
Whom common danger hardly couples.
Remember how in arms and politics.
We still have worfted all your holy tricks;
Trepann‘d your party with intrigue.
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And took your grandees down a peg;

Yet, as heartfelt as the poem‘s criticism seems, it appears that Butler was
quieter about his views during the events that inspired the poem: not
wealthy, he spent part of the Civil War as a clerk in the employ of ‗fanatical
Puritan‘ and Cromwellian colonel Sir Samuel Luke, on whom he may have
based his Hudibras character.75 While Butler apparently began Hudibras
during the war, he is also rumoured to have painted a portrait of Cromwell
during that time.76 The author of the introduction in a later edition of
Hudibras explained the situation by saying that:
For, though fate, more than choice, seems to have placed him in the service
of a Knight so notorious, both in his person and politics, yet, by the rule of
contraries, one may observe throughout his whole Poem, that he was most
orthodox, both in his religion and loyalty. And I am the more induced to
believe he wrote it about that time, because he had then the opportunity to
converse with those living characters of rebellion, nonsense, and
hypocrisy, which he so livelily and pathetically exposes throughout the
whole work.77

Ashley Marshall contends that Butler was ‗less concerned with the vanished
Cromwell regime than with ongoing sectarian controversy in the 1660s and
1670s.‘ 78 Nonetheless, in Butler‘s and probably some other cases, the
outward expression of personal religious beliefs may have been tempered by
a desire to survive.
Butler‘s work contains many proverbs, of which an analysis is
overdue.79 Another seventeenth century character‘s pragmatic attitudes to
religious turmoil inspired a proverb: ‗[t]he Vicar of Bray will be Vicar of
Bray still‘ which came to represent a turncoat, although some might call
such a person a realist. According to Fuller in 1662, it referred to:
The vivacious Vicar hereof living under King Henry the Eighth, King
Edward the Sixth, Queen Mary, and Queen Elizabeth, was first a Papist,
then a Protestant, then a Papist, then a Protestant again. He had seen some
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martyrs burnt (two miles off) at Windsor, and found this fire too hot for his
tender temper. This vicar being taxed by one for being a turncoat and an
inconstant changeling, "Not so," said he, "for I always kept my principle,
which is this, to live and die the Vicar of Bray."80

Far from being a curio briefly relevant to a time past, the story in this
proverb so appealed to the popular humour that it continued to be used as a
proverb, but also developed into a ballad and (by the eighteenth century) a
song, followed by a nineteenth century comic opera.81 In 1841, a ship of the
Whitehaven style was also named after the resilient Vicar, who, in the story
had by this time extended his tenure to the time of George I. The ship could
be argued as being less or equally durable: she lays a wreck on the Falkland
Islands, the only survivor of James Hardy‘s Whitehaven line and a rotting
remnant of a once grand empire.82 This acknowledgment of the lure of a
proverbial tale reveals the way in which a simple story was being melded
into a legend. In the early twentieth century the story became a film starring
Stanley Holloway in which the vicar became a hero who placed the interests
of his parishioners before his own. 83 In 1936, Royal Doulton issued a Toby
mug depicting the vicar, by which time the ballad had attained the status of
a national song, which, in this century, is recognisable to most English
people and can be seen in several versions on YouTube.84 Thus, even the
most seemingly innocuous a proverb can have a life far beyond its original
relevance. The YouTube clip speaks loudly of the enduring ability of the
proverb as signifier. Just as important are the viewer comments pasted
below it; hence, ‗Agrgurich‘ remarks that the clip is a ‗[g]great performance
of a very amusing song which contains something for all of us to ponder.‘85
‗Endeuarabia‘ responds: ‗[i]ndeed. Oh the church will reap from what they
sowed, their heathen ways.‘86
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Proverbs convey basic lessons in life and common sense and do so
over extended periods of time: they might tell a person whose knowledge
was encapsulated and resourced in their memory to remember to lock the
sheep up when the sky was very red or to prepare to plough when the birds
or animals acted a certain way. The messages showed here, while related,
nonetheless helped in other ways; they made the seemingly inexplicable
make sense, reminded individuals of social perimeters and empowered by
allowing critical social comment without fear of punishment at a time when
heads were easily separated from shoulders. Proverbs thus offered survival
skills: learn from experience; actions have consequences; do not trust those
in power and expect duplicity – and never ignore the memory or power of
the commons. Since proverbs were a critical knowledge component of the
uneducated and educated, poor and comfortable, common or noble alike,
they eventually made their way from the oral tradition into writing. As such,
they are worthy of ongoing contextual analysis from a historiographical
perspective.
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